
We, your fellow MAM workers and friends, earnestly ask you

to vote Yes to form a new union, to build upon our movement

of solidarity at the museum. Over the course of the last few

months we’ve talked to you all and heard stories that have

propelled us forward and inspired us. We’ve held meetings

with activists who work at recently unionized museums, like

the Philadelphia Museum of Art and the New Museum in New

York. We’ve learned that what we are doing here in

Milwaukee is a part of a massive wave of organization among

Non-Profit workers, whether they’re intellectual workers or

people who work with their hands or their personalities,

whether service people or curators. One thing is certain,

work-issues affect us all. But we are all united in our care for

each other because that is how we achieve real results and

positive change.

We actualized our unity with mutual aid campaigns and

collective action. We hosted a beautiful solidarity march last

Tuesday that took to the streets downtown and even blocked

up rush hour traffic on Lincoln Memorial Hwy. We have

already made our voices heard in many ways, but it is time to

make it official and vote Yes for a Union at MAM. This

movement is about the participation of all MAM staff. It is

about listening, respect, togetherness and care.

Union Updates:

THAT'S SO MAM
 Official newsletter of the IAMMAM Union.

"Solidarity is a beautiful word

because it means that you reach

out to those who are different

from you and who have to cope

with different circumstances

because we recognize that we all

share the same human needs and

same values. It is the values that

count most of all. The value of

freedom of thought, the value of

democratic practices, the value of

respect for your fellow human

beings."

- Aung San Suu Kyi 

Politician, Diplomat, and 

Nobel Peace Prize Laureate
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Next Steps:
Watch your mailboxes for IAM MAM SWAG

coming your way!

VOTE YES! Make sure that you mail your

completed ballot with enough time so that it

arrives at the Milwaukee NLRB office by

4:30pm on November 9th. 

If you make a mistake on your ballot or have

not received your mail ballot kit yet in the

mail, you can still request one from the NLRB

by calling (414) 297-3861 or toll free at 1-844-

762-6572. But don’t wait long to call!

We are still waiting to hear the NLRB’s

response to MAM’s request for review of the

election. 

The final election count will take place at 1pm

on November 13th.

"IAM MAM because no

one should fear retaliation

after going to HR."

Yessica Jiminez, Ms Lotus Fankh, Digital Illustration
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 The employee must make a clear request for

union representation before or during the

interview. The employee cannot be punished

for making this request.

 After such a request is made, the employer

can either grant the request, deny the request

and stop any further questioning, or give the

employee a choice between continuing without

representation or ending the interview.

 It is illegal for the employer to continue

questioning the employee without

representation and the employee cannot be

punished for refusing to answer.

Employees in a unionized workforce have the

right to request, a union representative to be

present with them during any investigative

interview that may lead to discipline of that

employee. This is commonly referred to as

“Weingarten Rights”, after the Supreme Court

case that ruled in favor of the workers on this

issue.

There are three rules for both employers and

employees to follow when Weingarten Rights are

invoked:

1.

2.

3.

Un·ion Jar·gon
Weingarten Rights
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A self-determination election, more commonly referred to as a "Sonotone" election, is required when a

union seeks to represent a mixed unit of professional (office) and non-professional (front-lines)

employees, as is the case at MAM. In such a mixed unit, the National Labor Relations Act requires that

professional staff be asked two questions when they vote, the first being "Do you wish to be included in a

unit with non-professional employees for the purposes of collective bargaining?" and the second "Do you

wish to be represented for the purposes of collective bargaining by the District Lodge 10, International

Association of Machinists & Aerospace Workers, AFL-CIO?"

If a majority of the professional employees vote "yes" to the first question, indicating their wish to be

included in the unit with non-professional staff, the professional and non-professional votes will be

counted together when determining whether or not the collective will be represented by the union. If the

majority vote to not be included in a bargaining unit with non-professional employees, both groups will be

counted separately.

Why do some of us have two questions on our ballot?

Why should we want to be included in a bargaining
unit with “non-professional” staff?
There is one thing that we’d like to make absolutely clear: the Union is not the source of this proposed split

between “professional” and “non-professional” workers. We MAM workers, whether we hold advanced

degrees or no degree at all, believe that we will have the most power at the bargaining table when we ALL

stand together in solidarity. The Professional and Non-Professional divide is principally a distinction

made by the rules and language of the National Labor Relations Act. Employers, however, use this split as

a “divide and conquer” tactic designed to play off class bias. 

We would like to underline the fact that intellectual labor is still labor, and we should be fairly

compensated for our creativity, flexibility, and passion. To the employees who have been designated

“professional”, we urge you to vote Yes twice. With a strong union we will be able to build a transparent

and equitable workplace at MAM.

While contemplating the decision to vote for one

bargaining unit or two, we would like you to consider the

fact that there is only one employee handbook outlining

the policies of our employment at MAM. If there is only

one employee handbook, why should there be two separate

bargaining units?



In the 1930s, the garment industry was the largest employer in San Francisco’s Chinatown. Here the workers

continued to toil under sweatshop conditions, earning wages ranging from $4 to $16 a week. Sue Ko Lee, a

button hole machine operator, worked in the National Dollar Store factory for 25¢ an hour. The

International Ladies’ Garment Workers’ Union (ILGWU) began an organizing drive in Chinatown to stem the

flow of work from union shops to Chinese manufacturers and established the “Chinese Ladies Garment

Workers Union Local 361.”

Under the skilled leadership of ILGWU organizer Jennie Matyas, a successful union election was won at the

National Dollar Stores factory for better wages in 1938. The owner, a prominent Chinatown businessman,

promptly sold the facility to Golden Gate Manufacturing, a “new” company headed by the factory manager

and another former National Dollar Store employee. The change of “ownership” allowed management to set

aside the hard won contract. Seeing this move as an attempt to break the union, the workers went on strike,

picketing the factory and its three retail stores in San Francisco for 15 weeks. During the struggle, Sue Ko

Lee and the other women workers actively engaged in the strike – walking the line, organizing picket shifts,

and speaking out publicly at meetings for the first time. When the white retail clerks supported the strikers

and refused to cross the line and shut down the picketed retail outlets for two weeks, the owner finally

negotiated with the workers to settle a contract.

The workers won a 5 percent raise; a forty-hour workweek; enforcement of health, fire, and sanitary

conditions; and a guarantee that Golden Gate Manufacturing would provide work for a minimum of 11

months of the year to its workers. Despite these protections, one year after winning the contract, Golden

Gate conveniently went out of business. The ease with which garment factories could close shop and

relocate, sometimes leaving a substantial debt in unpaid wages, made it a common practice in the 1930s. This

tactic remains a constant threat for workers attempting to organize a union even today.

The Dollar Store strike, though it could be seen as unsuccessful since the company closed shop, was critical

in that it helped break down racial barriers in San Francisco. After Golden Gate Manufacturing went out of

business, the union helped find the workers jobs outside of Chinatown, in what had previously been white-

only shops. The strike also led to Chinese workers taking leadership roles in the union.  Sue Ko Lee became

a business agent at another garment factory, then secretary of the union local and the San Francisco Joint

Board, as well as a delegate to the ILGWU national convention.

History of the Movement

Questions? Concerns? 
Want to have your art featured?

Email our organizer, at annewiberg@gmail.com 

or find us on social media @iammam_union
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